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This invention relates to antennas, and more 
particularly to a single non-directional broad 
band antenna which may be used where several 
antennas would otherwise be necessary and is es 
pecially well adapted for installation on aircraft. 
Communication requirements in many differ 

ent ?elds frequently necessitate transmitting and 
receiving with several sets of equipment over sev 
eral di?erent frequencies. Generally at least one 
antenna is provided for each equipment. This 
multiplicity of antennas is particularly undesir 
able in mobile and aircraft installations since all 
cannot be given the most advantageous location. 
A popular form of antenna for'this purpose is a 
rod-like quarter-wave dipole mounted vertically. 
In aircraft installations such antennas frequently 
fail from the effect of slipstream. They are easily 
broken and, because some aircraft fairly bristle. 
with such appendages, are frequently broken off 
by careless plane handlers as well as causing in 
jury to careless people. 1 
One solution might be the use of a single sleeve 

type antenna which employs about a quarter 
wave radiating element set in a grounded, coax 
ial section which extends from the ground plane 
a length of the order of an eighth wave length. 
The addition of the coaxial section serves to de 
tune the antenna at its critical frequency and en-~ 
ables it to operate over a broad band of frequen-. 
cies. However, in order to establish the proper 
impedance between the coaxial section and the 
radiating element, and have the latter large 
enough to handle transmitter power, thecoaxiall 
section must be unfortunately large.. This bulki- 
ness is undesirable when made in aircraft instal 
lations because of its wind resistance. However,v 
if two pieces are cut, each from an opposite side 
of the coaxial section, a streamlined shape is ob-._v 
tained without losing the desired operating char 
acteristics. This might be called an "open sleeve“ 
type antenna. The use of such antenna greatly 
reduces the number of antennas required thus 
providing in addition to its other advantages an 
economy in weight, and material. 

It is therefore an object of this invention to. 
provide a non-directional antenna with a broad 
frequency range which may be used where sev 
eral antennas would otherwise be used. 

It is a further object of this invention to pro 
vide a nondirectional, broad band antenna that 
is streamlined. 

It is another object of this invention to pro- 
vide a driven element partially enclosed by a pair 
of shorter parasitic elements to be used, as aw 
streamlined, nondirectional, broad band antenna. 
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It is still another object of this‘ invention to 

provide a streamlined nondirectional broad band 
aircraft antenna attached ?ush with the surface 
of the vertical ?n and requiring only, a non 
metallic vertical ?n and one driven and two para-' 
sitic elements of metal foil arranged around the 
leading edge‘ thereof. ' 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will be apparent from the following description 
and accompanying drawings, in which similar 
characters of reference indicate similar parts 
throughout the several views. 

Fig. 1 is a sectional view of one embodiment. 
or this 
axis. - I i- ' 

Fig. 2 is'a perspective view of the embodiment 
appearing in Fig. 1. ' ' 

Fig. 3 is a cross sectional view of the variant 
embodiment of this invention taken in a hori 
zontal plane. 

Fig. 4 is a perspective view of the same em 
bodiment appearing in Fig. 3. i ' 

Fig. 5 is a diagrammatic view of a variant em- 
bodiment of the invention showing the dimen 
sions of the antenna elements therein. a 

Fig. 6 is a perspective view ‘of the antenna 
shown in Fig. 5 as installed on the leading edge 
of an aircraft's vertical ?n. 

invention taken along its longitudinal 

’ Fig. 7 is a perspective side view of the installa-l 
tion shown in Fig. 6.- ' 
'Brie?y, this invention utilizes a sleeve type an-l. 

tenna to provide nondirectional operation over a. 
broad band of frequencies. A novel type of open. 
sleeve is~employed to provide the-advantages of-a 
closed sleeve without its bulk. The open sleeve.‘ 
construction affords versatility in design vari 
at1on thereby ‘providing a simple antenna easily 
adaptedto a multitude of uses and easily accoma 
modated by the installation facilities. 1 
_ Referring now to Fig. 1 in detail, the antenna-l 
is shown 1n cross-section consisting, for instance,. 
of three thin, ?at metal strips II), II, and I2. The 
center strip i2 is the driven element and has an‘ 
approximate length I9 of a quarter-Wave length 
as measured at the lower end of the frequency, 
band to be covered. Its width I 5, as are the other 
dimensions, is chosen in such a manner as to. 
minimize its Q. For example, its width may be 
one tenth its length and it is tapered at its lower 
end for a distance I5A equal to its width. The. 
two metal strips I0 and I I have a length I8 about 
half that of the driven element I2 and may be 
spaced equi-distant therefrom at a distance Ill 
equalto about half the width I5 of said driven 
element. Thewidth l6 as again are their other: 
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dimensions, is chosen to minimize the Q of the 
parasitic elements It) and II. For example, the 
width l6 may be slightly greater than the width 
I 5 of the driven element l2. The length of all 
three strips are measured from the ground plane 
20 and the shorter elements In and II are elec 
trically connected thereto and may be coincident 
or parasitic elements to the driven element.v By 
being located equidistant from the driven ele 
ment l2, the parasitic elements lie coplanar with- 
the driven element l2 and on opposite sides there 
of. This arrangement, therefore, constitutes an 
open sleeve design. The driven element alone. 
would tune sharply at the frequency for which 
it is a quarter wave length.‘ The. addition of vthe.E 
parasitic elements In and H has the effect of a 
grounded sleeve to detune the antenna and with 
this arrangement the antennawill operate sue-i 
cessfully for any frequency between thatiior" 
which the driven element is a quarter _wave 
length and that for which it. is a halt wave 
length. The antenna is equipped with. a coaxial 
connector l3 for feeding a coaxialliner The outer 
conductor is connected to the parasitic elements 
via the-ground plane 20 and the center conductor 
[4- ‘feeds: the driven element, l2. The taper at the 
lower end of said driven element facilitates its; 
connection to said center conductor and may- also 
serve to improve the impedance matching of the 
line ‘and the antenna. The. vertical rows of holes 
in all three metal‘ strips provide a means of 
mounting same to the ground'plane as will be 
further described belowin reference to Fig.’ 2. 
In Fig. 2 "the embodiment of Fig. l is shown in 

perspective to demonstrate a means of assembling 
the various parts.v Two thin pieces, 2t and 22 cut 
from nonconducting material‘ are fastened to 
each side of the three elementsrlll, H, and 12. 
said pieces of insulating material are held to 
gether and the elements held in placefbetween 
them 'by means of bolts each passing through 
both nonconducting‘ sections and the appropriate; 
intervening element. For this purpose ‘the ele 
ments are equipped with» holes asishown in Fig‘. 1. 
The antenna structure so obtained may be affixed 
to‘ the‘ ground plane 2!) by fourfiangle pieces 23, 
2({25 (one opposite'2‘4 not shown) bolted to the‘ 
ground plane and the antenna structure. The. 
lower bolts supporting the ‘parasitic elementsv v'lil 
and H in the nonconducting sections ‘2| andj22 
may also be used for attachment to these angle 
pieces; It will be noted that the resultant "struc 
ture is both streamlined and compact. 
Figures3 and 4 illustrate a variant embodiment‘ 

of the invention wherein the streamlining is'ac 
complished by the shape of the ‘parasitic ele 
ments themselves. Fig‘. 3 is a cross‘section ‘of 
this‘antenna in a vertical plane. The same driven 
element l2 and parasitic elements In‘ and" H- as 
in Figs. 1 and 2 are used herebut in addition the 
parasitic elements I!) and Hv receive electrical 
support from a pair of curved metal sections 28 
and 29 respectively. These curved metal sections 
join the outer edges of strips Ill and It at their 
respective centers from which line of intersection 
each ‘curves toward the driven element l2. . One 
section 28 may be given the smooth curve of a 
leading edge and the other 29 the more pointed 
shape of a trailing edge‘ to improve the stream 
lining of the antenna. In this construction the 
two nonconducting sections 26 and 21 supporting 
the driven element are clamped between the 
curved portions of each parasitic element and its 
corresponding ?at strip. For a lighter ‘construc- v 
tion the flat strips l 0 and II may be removed and 
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4 
the curved sections 28 and 29 alone used as the 
parasitic elements. 
The perspective view in Fig. 4 demonstrates a 

method of mounting the antenna structure to 
the ground plane 28. Angle brackets are used as 
described in reference to Fig. 2. It will be noted 
that the upper portion of the: driven; element l2 
has been tapered in this embodimentto lessen 
the eiiect of slipstream upon the antenna. For 
the same purpose a cap 30 of insulating material 
may be mounted on the tops of the parasitic ele 
merits,v its periphery ?tting ?ush therewith and 
sloping upward to the driven element I2. Said 
cap 30 is also useful as a moisture seal. 
The structure shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7 to which 

reference» is now made, includes in part a driven 
element and two parasitic elements cut from 
metalli-‘oilr The relative dimension of these ele 
ments may be understood from the diagrammatic 
view in Fig. 5 in which the driven element 31 has 
a'maximum length 3| corresponding to-ayquarter 
wave: length as‘ determined-by theylower end of 
the: frequency" band to‘ be covered. Saidgelement 
31 has awidth'32v at its widest; point slightly less 
thanits' greatest length 3t. Its. lower end tapers 
an- amount 36 as measured along itsv length» equiv 
al'entitov half! its‘ width i2.v By adding a parasitic 
element on each‘side. of the driven elementlthe 
operable frequency'band oivthe antenna is ex~~ 
tendedto the point where theidriven element’s 
length 31 approaches half a wave length'.., There 
parasitic elements Y38 and 39; are much. smaller 
than the driven element and located equidistant 
therefrom about'its'basel The separation; 3510i 
said elements measures about one‘ fourth the.v 
width 32 of-sai'df large element 31'; Saidrsmaller 
elements are of equal-size‘, having a width 34"ap 
pro'ximately- half’ that‘ of the large element andwa. 
height'tt1 appro'xiin'iatel'y‘Z one-fourth again fits. 
width 341" The lengths of the smaller elements 3& 
and 39 are measured from a-iground. plane Mi to 
which they are connected; The larger’ driven 
element 31 is separated-slightly from said ground 
plane 40 to avoid electrical continuity therewith. 
Figs. 6 and 7 shown-method offemployi'n'g the 

antenna "system of‘ Fig. 5. In "these ?gures the’ 
piecesofmetal foil have been lwrapped about the 
le'adi'ngjedg'e-of an aircraft's vertical?n‘df; For 
this'purpose it ‘is essential thatisaid-ivertical ?n 
be constructed of some‘ nonconducting material to 
avoid a’universal'r'shorting‘of theantenna elec 
men't's and‘seri'ous interference with the ira'dia-I 
ti'on pattern. The metal strip 40,‘?describe'd‘1in 
Fig". 5 ‘as; a ground'pla'ne, may be used as shown“ 
in Figs. 6 and 7 ‘to facilitate the junction of the 
nonconductingjverticall mi 4'? to" themetal air-i‘ 
craft fuselage 42las'well'as tor-provide a mounting 
means _for the antenna. The ‘bulkLof ‘the iuse-. 
lagev '42 ‘provides a ground plarie-iotthe system. ' 
The antenna system may bevf'edyby means rofl'ai 
coaxial» cable 43 penetrating the \ fuselage 42 
through ?tting 48 having its 'centerconductor 44 
joined to the/tapered end of thelarge" drivenele 
ment 3'I,v and its outer conductor connected Atothe 
ground plane ‘42. The vfree vendor‘ ‘the cable 43 
may be secured in proximity to the driven ele-f 
ment ‘31 by means of a bracket 4'5» clamping it. 
to the metalstrip 40> atthe baseof the antenna. 
Adding this antenna system ‘to an aircraft will 
e?’ect no change in the airs/tream4about»the= aire 
craft and the system is versatile enough? to re 
place most ‘of the antennas lotherwise required 
therefore removing the disturbance ‘of theiair-f 
stream) brought about by the normal assortment‘ 
oiantennasr ~ 7' ' r r‘ ‘ ' I 
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Although only limited and speci?c embodi 
ments of the present invention have been shown 
and described, it may be modi?ed without de 
parting from the principles thereof and any such 
modi?cations are, therefore, deemed to be within 
the scope of the invention as de?ned by the ap 
pended claims. 
The invention described herein may be manu 

factured and used by or for the Government of 
the United States of America for governmental 
purposes without the payment of any royalties 
thereon or therefor. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An antenna, comprising a driven element, a 

pair of parasitic elements disposed equal-distant 
from said driven element, a ground plane sup 
porting said parasitic elements, nonconducting 
means extending from said driven element to 
each of said parasitic elements to form a sub 
stantially smooth surface therebetween and oper 
ative to support said driven element and stream 
line the antenna to the flow of air, and a connect 
ing terminal for feeding said driven element 
whereby radiant energy may be transmitted and 
received nondirectionally over a broad band of 
frequencies. 

2. An antenna, comprising a driven element 
having a taper at one end thereof, a pair of para 
sitic elements of a length less than said driven 
element and located equi-distant therefrom, a 
ground plane electrically connected to said para 
sitic elements, nonconducting means extending 
from said driven element to each of said parasitic 
elements to form a substantially smooth surface 
therebetween and operative to support said driven 
element and streamline the antenna to the flow 
of air, and a coaxial line feeding means having 
an inner and outer conductor, said feeding means 
arranged so that said outer conductor electrically 
connects to said ground plane and said inner con 
ductor connects to said tapered end of said driven 
member. 

3. An antenna, comprising a driven element 
cut from a ?at strip of metal and having a length 
several times its width, said element being 
tapered at one end thereof, a pair of parasitic 
elements also cut from ?at strips of metal and 
having a length less than said driven element and 
spaced equi-distant therefrom, nonconducting 
means extending from said driven element to each 
of said parasitic elements to form a substantially 
smooth surface therebetween and operative to 
support said driven element and streamline the 
antenna to the flow of air, a connecting means 
including a coaxial conductor having inner and 
outer conductors, said connecting means being 
arranged to feed the tapered end of said driven 
element from said inner conductor and said pair 
of parasitic elements from said outer conductor of 
said coaxial line, a ground plane supporting the 
combination and electrically connected. to said 
pair of parasitic elements and said outer con 
ductor, whereby radiant energy may be trans 
mitted and received nondirectionally over a broad 
band of frequencies. 

4. An antenna, comprising a driven element cut 
from a flat strip of metal and having a length 
several times its width said element being tapered 
at one end thereof, a pair of parasitic elements 
also cut from ?at strips of metal and having a 
length less than said driven element, said para 
sitic elements being located co-planar with said 
driven element and on opposite sides thereof, a 
pair of thin nonconducting sections extending be 
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6 
said ‘sections being operative to support the driven 
element and streamline the antenna to the ?ow 
of air, a connecting means including a coaxial 
conductor having inner and outer conductors, said 
means being arranged to feed the tapered end of 
said driven element from said inner conductor 
and said pair of parasitic elements from said 
outer conductor of said coaxial line, a ground 
plane electrically connected to said pair of para 
sitic elements and said outer conductor, whereby 
radiant energy may be transmitted and received 
nondirectionally over a broad band of frequencies. 

5. An antenna, comprising a driven element out 
from a ?at strip of metal, and having a taper 
at one end thereof, a pair of parasitic elements 
also cut from strips of metal so as to have a length 
shorter than said driven element, said parasitic 
elements being located adjacent said driven ele 
ment and bent along their width so as to resemble 
respectively the leading and trailing edges of a 
tear drop in cross-section placed about the driven 
element so that its longitudinal axis lies in the 
plane of said driven element, a connecting means 
including a coaxial line having inner and outer 
conductors, said means being adapted to feed said 
tapered end of the driven element from the inner 
conductor of said coaxial line and said pair of 
parasitic elements from the outer conductor, a 
ground plane supporting the combination and 
electrically connected to said pair of parasitic 
elements and said outer conductor, whereby radi 
ant energy may be transmitted and received non 
directionally over a broad band of frequencies. 

6. An antenna, comprising a driven element cut 
from a ?at strip of metal and having a length 
several times its width, said element being tapered 
sharply at one end and gradually at the other end, 
a pair of parasitic elements also cut from ?at 
strips of metal so as to have a length shorter than 
said driven element, said parasitic elements being 
located equi-distant from said driven element and 
bent along their width so as to resemble respec 
tively the leading and trailing edges of a tear 
drop in cross-section placed about the driven 
element so that its longitudinal axis lies in the 
plane of said driven element, a connecting means 
including a coaxial line having inner and outer 
conductors, said means being adapted to feed said 
sharply tapered end of the driven element from 
the inner conductor of said coaxial line and said 
pair of parasitics from the outer conductor, a 
ground plane supporting the combination and 
electrically connected to said pair of parasitic 
elements and said outer conductor, whereby radi 
ant energy may be transmitted and received non 
directionally over a broad band of frequencies. 

'7. An antenna, comprising a driven element cut 
from a ?at strip of metal and having a taper at 
one end thereof, a pair of parasitic elements also 
cut from strips of metal so as to have a length 
shorter than said driven element, said parasitic 
elements being located equi-distant from said 
driven element and bent along their width so as 
to resemble respectively the leading and trailing 
edges of a tear drop in cross-section placed about 
the driven element so that its longitudinal axis 
lies in the plane of said driven element, a pair of 
thin nonconducting sections extending between 
the two parasitic elements operative to form an en 
closure therewith and streamline the antenna to 
the ?ow of air, a connecting means including a co 
axial line having inner and outer conductors, said 
means being adapted to feed said tapered end of 
the driven element from the inner conductor of 

tween the parasitic elements and enclosing same, 75 said coaxial line and said pair of parasitic ele 
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ments from’ the ‘outer conductor, tagrounduplane 

mennsara iiaz'v'as'itie eléments'being operative to _ 
‘greatlyeiitendlthef frequency range of'sai'd driven 
'eIeme'nt,"a eonneetin'g means suitable 'to‘feed. the 
‘tapered e'nd'o‘f‘ the driven element/from the cen 
‘ti'e'r 'c'tiinducter'o‘f a'coaxi'al cable .antl‘the parasitic 
element‘s'frbm‘the ‘enter conductor said latter 
'eIement'SaISOJnaRin‘g» eleetfieal contact with the 
vskin of lithe airei‘aft'whiéh serves ‘as a vaground 
"pla‘n'e, ‘whereby ‘radiant energy may‘be transmit 
‘ted'an‘di'eeeived by'an aife'raft' nondireet'ionall‘y 
over abrda‘d'band ‘o'f freqiien‘e'ies. 
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~9.‘An antenna, comp’i‘ising a driven element 

having a "itapierat ‘one fe'nii ‘ther'e‘df,ia115a“fa;s1tic 
element-76f 'a'?le‘r?lg?hw Ie‘s's 'Jtha‘n sali‘d" driven “element 
an'dioc‘alte'd aja'ceritthereto, a xgroundi?laneele‘c 
'trically cdnne'c'tedto saidiparasitic élem'entrn'on 
conduetin'g'means‘extending'from ‘said dfiven'e'le 
ment to ‘said 'paras'iti'c é1em'en‘t"t0 form a Islib 
‘st-antially smooth .suriace therebetween ‘and oper 
ative'to support said‘dr'iyen élemeri‘t‘andystream 
jline the antenna tothe?'ow of air, ‘and a coaxial 
line "feeding'means “having an 'inner' and outer 
conductor, said means arrangecLs'o that said outer 
conductor electrically connects (to ‘said ,. ground 
plane ‘and said inner .conduétor rconneéts to ‘said 
tapered end of said-‘driven element. 
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